
WRITING A RESUME FUNCTIONAL SUMMARY

How to Write a Resume, Functional Format Example. A. Contact Qualifications Summary â€“ A great resume
introduction for emphasizing skills.

If you want to take your document to the next level, a resume builder is a great tool. Functional Resume Read
below for an example of a functional resume. If helpful, you can use the job description to draw keywords to
help inform your skills groupings. Group your skills. You can mention awards, recognition or
accomplishments. Write a strong cover letter. This is where you can get a little creative with your transferrable
skills and figure out how to translate what you can do now into value for the job you want. Example Executive
secretary with three years of experience managing two employees in a corporate office, keeping an
environment of efficiency with attention to detail. You can click the image above to learn how to create a
Bartender Resume in a functional format. Getting caught out in a lie in an interview is a surefire way to not get
the job. Projects demonstrate your success in developing and completing tasks. Then mention that you've won
several debate competitions in college or that you're an award-winning journalist or creative writer. We
partner with award-winning My Perfect Resume, which provides premium resume templates with
customizable options and a built-in editor. This will help the employer see that your abilities match well with
the job requirements. The functional resume format primarily highlights your skills and qualifications while
placing less emphasis on your work experience and history. This example includes a resume summary
statement , which is a great way to quickly demonstrate your skills and abilities. Professional Experience The
professional experience section on the functional resume is meant to show you have some experience doing
something, but is not displayed as prominently so as to focus more attention on the skills and other
qualifications you have for the position. Dates for each position are optional. For more on what to include in
your Education section, see our Education Writing Guide. If your gaps are due to necessity, like a family
illness, they will generally be understood by potential employers and you should have no difficulty offering a
genuine explanation. Most traditional resumes list work experience in reverse chronological order with your
current experience first. For many people, their work history helps make their case for employment. A
functional resume uses a skills-based resume format. At the end of the resume, you can add a brief section of
extra competencies or projects that, while not completely relevant to the position, may make your resume even
stronger. It also includes this information near the bottom of the resume, to avoid highlighting it. Functional
Resume Example Functional Resume Example Below you will find an example of functional resume for
professional who is highlighting three major areas: administrative support, customer service and management.
Recruiters and interviewers prefer this format, so if you do not have a reason for using a functional resume,
opt for a chronological one. See our writing guide for more help on how to list your Education section on a
resume. In some cases, the experience requirement is appropriate; in others, it can be massively unnecessary.
Claiming it can be a great idea for a few reasons. Include a strong cover letter to go with your resume. Again,
this is due to the fact that the applicant has a spotty work history or wants to change their career path. This will
help lessen any concerns the employer might have about your work history. Did I receive awards or prizes for
my productivity? A functional summary's primary benefit is also one of its major drawbacks, however. So, if
you have legitimate reason, you may choose to simply state it. When writing a functional resume, organize
your resume by themes, rather than simply listing your jobs in reverse chronological order. Be sure to use
keywords from the job description in your resume. List your skills and achievements. Though there may be
gaps in your work experience, including the work you have done can be helpful for employersâ€”especially
when relevant to the position.


